Cripto signaling in differentiating embryonic stem cells.
Embryonic stem (ES) cells have been suggested as candidate therapeutic tools for regenerative medicine approaches. In this scenario, great efforts are made to define protocols to preferentially direct ES cells toward a defined cell type. To this end, it becomes crucial to characterize the molecular mechanisms as well as the signaling pathways implicated in ES cell differentiation. Findings highlight a key role of cripto, the founding member of a new class of extracellular factors, called EGF-CFC. Indeed, Cripto signaling is strictly required in an early acting window to negatively regulate neural differentiation and to permit differentiation of ES cells to cardiac fate. The protocols defined in this chapter allow preferential direction of ES cell differentiation as embryoid bodies toward either cardiomyocytes or neurons. Although referred to as modulation of Cripto signaling, these methods build the basis for the use of other classes of secreted molecules to control ES cell differentiation.